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            Abstract
Somatic mutations that accumulate in normal tissues are associated with ageing and disease1,2. Here we performed a comprehensive genomic analysis of 1,737 morphologically normal tissue biopsies of 9 organs from 5 donors. We found that somatic mutation accumulations and clonal expansions were widespread, although to variable extents, in morphologically normal human tissues. Somatic copy number alterations were rarely detected, except for in tissues from the oesophagus and cardia. Endogenous mutational processes with the SBS1 and SBS5 mutational signatures are ubiquitous among normal tissues, although they exhibit different relative activities. Exogenous mutational processes operate in multiple tissues from the same donor. We reconstructed the spatial somatic clonal architecture with sub-millimetre resolution. In the oesophagus and cardia, macroscopic somatic clones that expanded to hundreds of micrometres were frequently seen, whereas in tissues such as the colon, rectum and duodenum, somatic clones were microscopic in size and evolved independently, possibly restricted by local tissue microstructures. Our study depicts a body map of somatic mutations and clonal expansions from the same individual.
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                    Fig. 1: Research strategy and summary of genomic alterations detected in normal tissues from five donors.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Mutational signatures in normal tissues from five donors.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Mutational landscape of driver genes across organs.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Estimation of somatic mutant clonal sizes and construction of spatial clonal expansion maps.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The raw WES and WGS data generated in this study have been deposited in the European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) (https://ega-archive.org) with accession number EGAD00001007859 and the Genome Sequence Archive (GSA) of the Beijing Institute of Genomics with accession number HRA000356 (https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/gsa-human). To gain access to the raw sequencing data, please submit requests to the Pan-body Mutagenesis Data Access Committee (EGA accession number EGAC00001002218) or through the GSA online page of this study (https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/gsa-human/browse/HRA000356). All somatic mutations detected from WES with functional annotations and allele count information can be found in Supplementary Table 3. RefSeq database: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq. NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project: http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS. dbSNP database: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp. COSMIC database: https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic. The GTEx project: https://gtexportal.org/home.

            

Code availability

              
              Mutational signature analysis was performed using the HDP R package v.0.1.5 (https://github.com/nicolaroberts/hdp). Code for mutational signature analysis was adapted from https://github.com/HLee-Six/colon_microbiopsies. Code for the Bayesian Dirichlet process clustering of MCFs was adapted from https://github.com/sfbrunner/liver-pub-repo. Adapted code is available at Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5012918). Driver gene analysis was performed using the dNdScv v0.01 (https://github.com/im3sanger/dndscv).
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Normal tissue histology.
Representative H&E-stained samples showing the histological features of normal tissues sampled from nine organs from the five donors. Blanks in the figure represent samples that are not available in corresponding organs and donors. Scale bars, 100â€‰Âµm.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Detection of somatic mutations.
a, Bar plot showing the overlap of mutations detected from WES and WGS of 43 samples. b, Adjusted numbers of somatic mutations detected in the coding regions in tissue biopsies from the organs of five donors. Red vertical bars represent median mutation numbers and grey horizontal bars represent standard deviations. c, The mutation burdens (after the sensitivity correction) in samples with median VAFs between 0.08 and 0.14. Top, box plots showing the mutation burdens in organs from different donors. The lower edge, upper edge and centre of the box represent the 25th (Q1) percentile, 75th (Q3) percentile and the median, respectively. IQRâ€‰=â€‰Q3â€‰â€“â€‰Q1. Outliers are values beyond the whiskers (upper, Q3â€‰+â€‰1.5â€‰Ã—â€‰IQR; lower, Q1â€‰âˆ’â€‰1.5â€‰Ã—â€‰IQR). Detailed information about the box plots can be found in Supplementary Table 3. Bottom, dot plots showing the adjusted mutation burdens in different organs. Red bars represent the medians. d, Scatter plots showing the VAFs of somatic mutations detected in the normal tissues from the nine organs of the five donors. Dots are coloured by mutation type.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Correlations and interdependence between VAF distributions and mutation numbers.
In each tissue, we calculated the first quantile (Q1) and third quantile (Q3) of the VAF and mutation burden distribution. We defined IQRâ€‰=â€‰Q3â€‰â€“â€‰Q1 and considered samples with a median VAF or mutation burden greater than Q3â€‰+â€‰1.5â€‰Ã—â€‰IQR or less than Q1â€‰â€“â€‰1.5â€‰Ã—â€‰IQR as outliers. We excluded these outliers in this analysis. Corr., correlation. The error bands represent the 95% confidence intervals. P values are from two-sided correlation tests based on the Pearson correlation coefficient.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Mutation numbers and somatic CNAs.
a, Bar plots showing the number of mutations among the four intervals. Genes are divided into four intervals according to the tissue-specific gene expression levels. b, Heat maps showing somatic CNAs detected in the normal tissues from the nine organs of the five donors. Sex chromosomes were excluded.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Mutational spectra and signature analysis.
a, t-stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) plots of the trinucleotide mutational spectra of biopsy samples from each donor, broken down by organ and donor. Only biopsy samples with more than 30 SNVs were included. b, Heat map showing the clustering of cosine similarities of the trinucleotide mutational context in different samples. Colour bars above indicate information of donors and tissue types. c, Trinucleotide mutational spectra for the unassigned signature and the seven signatures extracted using a Bayesian hierarchical Dirichlet process. The bars represent means (95% credible intervals) of the 96 trinucleotide contexts. d, Heat map depicting the cosine similarities between extracted mutational signatures and mutational signatures from COSMIC and PCAWG catalogues. Cosine similarities between the seven extracted mutational signatures and their most similar comparators are highlighted. e, Stacked bar plots showing the number of mutations that are caused by different mutational signatures.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Mutational signature analysis.
a, Transcriptional strand asymmetries across 96 mutation contexts for SBS4 and SBS22. Bar plots show the sum of assignment probabilities across trinucleotide contexts, split by whether the pyrimidine is on the template or coding strand. b, Transcriptional strand asymmetries across 96 mutation contexts for SBS4 and SBS22. Only mutations with an assignment probability greater than 0.5 are included. c, Trinucleotide mutational spectra of liver, oesophagus, duodenum and colon from donor PN1. Purple dots represent data points of the five tissue layers. Data are meanâ€‰+â€‰s.d. Typical aristolochic-acid -associated mutational features are shaded in blue.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Intra-donor comparisons of mutational signatures.
a, The 96 mutation context profiles in two oesophagus samples from donor PN7 (top) and two liver samples from donor PN9 (bottom) based on somatic mutations detected from WGS. b, Trinucleotide mutational spectra of two dissected duodenum layers from donor PN7. Typical aristolochic-acid -associated mutational features are shaded in blue. c, H&E stained liver tissue (PN9 layer 2 to 4) with superimposed donut charts showing the proportional contributions of mutational signatures, as estimated by deconstructSigs. Scale bars, 200â€‰Âµm.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Landscape of driver mutations.
a, Mutational landscape of the 32 putative driver genes across different organs from the 5 donors. b, The functional interaction (network of the 32 driver genes. Driver genes are in blue nodes and linker genes (those not significantly mutated but highly connected to driver genes in the network) are in pink nodes. c, Significantly enriched pathways of the 32 driver genes. The vertical red line marks a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.01. d, Bar plot showing the numbers of total mutations and cancer hotspot mutations in driver genes. The percentages of hotspot mutations are labelled on the top of the bar plot. e, Fraction of driver mutations that are private or shared by more than one biopsy sample. f, Heat maps showing the ratio of the numbers of observed to expected (O/E) driver mutations across different organs (left) and the P values for the enrichment (right). P values from one-sided hypergeometric tests. g, Bar plots comparing the number of mutations in gastric cancer top-10 most frequently mutated driver genes in TCGA with normal stomach and cardia samples in this study. Adjustment for multiple comparisons was performed. Adjusted P values (q-value) are labelled.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Relationships between mutational burdens and average mutant MCFs.
Bubble plots show the correlations between average MCFs and mutational burdens in biopsy samples across different organs in donors PN1, PN2, PN7, PN8 and PN9.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Mutant clonal expansion in oesophageal epithelium.
a, Phylogenetic tree depicting the clonal relationships of the biopsy samples of the oesophagus of donor PN9. b, Heat maps show mutation clustering, spatial clonal architecture and potential driver mutations or CNAs in samples from the oesophagus. Scale bars, 800â€‰Âµm. c, Heat maps showing potential driver mutations and CNAs in oesophagus samples from donor PN9.


Extended Data Fig. 11 Representative examples of large scale mutant clonal expansion.
a, Heat map showing the mutation clustering in liver samples from donor PN9. b, Spatial clonal architecture of liver tissue from donor PN9. The numbers in each layer represent the positions of LCM biopsy samples. The overlaid colours correspond to a and indicate the ranges of clonal expansions. c, Heat maps show mutation clustering in samples from the representative organs. Each cluster contains mutations with similar MCFs.


Extended Data Fig. 12 Representative examples of independent clonal evolution.
a, Phylogenetic tree depicting the clonal relationships of colon biopsy samples from donor PN9. b, Heat maps showing clustered mutations in samples from representative organs. Each cluster contains mutations with similar MCFs.
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